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Duality was introduced in Commutative Algebra in 1982 by the seminal
paper [14] but the relevance of this result became clear after
– the same duality exposed in [14] was indipendently applied in [5, 28]
to produce an algorithm for solving any squarefree 0-dimensional ideal
I ⊂ K[X1 , . . . , Xn ] and
– the algorithm developed in [14] was improved in [18] and applied in
order to solve the FGLM-problem;
– the ideas of [14] and [18] were merged in [26] (see also [22]) proposing an algorithm which produces the Gröbner basis of an affine ideal
I = ∩ri=1 qi ⊂ K[X1 , . . . , Xn ], where each qi is a primary ideal at an
algebraic point, equivalently given by its inverse system, or Gröbner
basis, or even any basis (see [27]).
This led to formalize under the label of Möller’s Algorithm [2], the algorithm proposed in [14, 19, 18, 26] which solves the following
Problem 1. Let
• P := k[X1 , . . . , Xn ] the polynomial ring over a field k,
• T := {X1a1 · · · Xnan : (a1 , . . . , an ) ∈ Nn },
• P ∗ the P-module of the k-linear functionals over P.
Given a finite set L = {`1 , . . . , `s } ⊂ P ∗ of linearly independent k-linear
functionals such that I := {f ∈ P : `i (f ) = 0, ∀i} is a zero-dimensional ideal
and a term-ordering <, to compute
• the Gröbner basis of I wrt <;
• the corresponding Gröbner escalier N< (I) ⊂ T ;
• a set q := {q1 , . . . , qs } ⊂ P which is triangular to L and satisfiles
Spank (q) = Spank (N< (I)) ∼
= P/I;
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(h)
• the square matrices alj defined by the equalities
Xh ql =

X

(h)

alj qj , modI, ∀l, j, h, 1 ≤ l, j ≤ s, 1 ≤ h ≤ n.

j

The most relevant application of Möller’s Algorithm are Multivartiate
Lagrange Interpolation (where the functionals are evaluations at points) and
the solution of the
Problem 2 (FGLM Problem). Given
• a termordering < on T ,
• a zero-dimensional ideal I ⊂ P, and
• its reduced Gröbner basis G≺ w.r.t. the term-ordering ≺,
deduce the Gröbner basis G< of I w.r.t. <.
The importance of the FGLM-Problem is based on the well-known fact
that Gröbner bases wrt a lexicographical ordering < have elimination properties crucial into most of the solving algorithms, like Gianni-Kalkbrener
[20, 21] and triangular sets [23, 24, 3, 4], but are very hard to be computed,
and on the less known fact that degrevlex is ”optimal” [7].
A sort of FGLM-like algorithm for changing basis is already found in
[12, 13] and later in [31]; but already Todd-Coxeter Algorithm [32] can be
interpreted (see [29]) as an instance of Möller’s Algorithm.
Möller’s Algorithm solves the FGLM-Problem only for 0-dimensional
ideals; [25] extends it to multidim. ideals but the performarce is poor. The
same holds for the Gröbner Walk Algorithm [17]. At the present state-of-theart, the most efficient solution of the FGLM-Problem is definitely Traverso’s
Hilbert Driven [34] but recently appeared new promising proposals [6, 30].
In an informal talk at MEGA-92, Traverso [33] proposed to use the
structure of a 0-dimensional ideal I ⊂ K[X1 , . . . , Xn ], which is produced
by Möller’s Algorithm, in order to reduce its algebraic operations to linear
algebra operations; this led to the notions [2] of border basis, Gröbner and
linear representations, Gröbner description of a 0-dimensional ideal.
Möller’s Algorithm has been generalized to projective points [1] (for a
similar, but different approach, see [15, 16]) and to non-commutative polynomial rings [8].
The specialization of Möller’s Algorithm to binomial ideals led promising
results in decoding linear codes [9, 10, 11].
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